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Abstract—In WSNs, in order to recover from coverage holes
and to mitigate their indirect/direct effects on networks’ perfor-
mance, different recovery strategies such as increasing proximate
nodes’ transmission range and/or relocation of nodes towards
coverage holes seem to be appropriate solutions. Since the major-
ity of a mobile node’s energy is consumed by movement and since
nodes’ residual energy may be affected by damage events, node
movements should be performed sparingly. Conventional nodes’
information exchange in real-time applications with security and
interference concerns are neither practical nor secure. Therefore,
for the aforementioned scenarios, at the price of possible node col-
lisions, disconnections, and reasonable compromises, promising
distributed and autonomous node movement algorithms based on
limited 1-hop neighbour knowledge are proposed. Our proposed
autonomous and constrained node movement model based on a
node’s 1-hop perception provides a feasible and rapid recovery
mechanism for large scale coverage holes in real-time and harsh
environments. Our model not only maintains moving nodes’
connectivity to the rest of network to some extent, but also offers
emergent cooperative recovery behaviour among autonomous
moving nodes. Our movement model based on virtual chords
formed by nodes and their real and virtual 1-hop neighbours,
not only confines node movement range, but also takes the issue
of moving nodes’ connectivity into account. Suitable performance
metrics for partial recovery via constrained movement are intro-
duced to compare the performance and efficiency of our model
with conventional Voronoi-based movement algorithms. Results
show that our proposed model’s performance is comparable with
Voronoi-based movement algorithms.

Index Terms—Coverage holes; autonomous and constrained
movements; Wireless sensor networks; virtual chord.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Due to the vast applications of wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) [1][2], they are a key focus of attention for academic
and industrial research. Deployed sensor nodes [3] can be
used to detect fire [4], tsunamis [5], to monitor wildfire
[6], earthquakes [7], habitats [8], environment [9], and active
volcanoes [10]. New generations of sensors deployed and
embedded in a variety of environments such as structures
[11], underground [12], air (as unmanned aerial vehicles) [13],
underwater [14], or on the sea surface [15] can be used
to detect many events and phenomena, notify other nodes,

and respond to the events. In addition to emerging WSN
applications, diverse nodes’ deployment [3], mobility, and
movement patterns [16] offer new remedies to WSNs’ chal-
lenges [17][18]. Despite continuous reduction in cost/size and
increase in nodes’ battery/processing power, an economically
justifiable degree of redundancy in deployed nodes should be
considered in order to have flexibility and robustness in node
failure-prone environments with harsh conditions. Depending
on application and environment, a trade-off between nodes’
density [3] and mobility [19] (uncontrolled and controlled
movements [20]) should taken into account if a proper level
of quality of service is to be achieved.

Having severe direct/indirect effects on the networks’ in-
tegrity and performance, large scalecoverage holescaused by
en masse node failures in a given area(s), should be avoided
[21] and/or mitigated as much as possible with different
recovery strategies. In WSNs, it is not always possible to
deploy new nodes in unsupervised and harsh environments
and dropping random nodes cannot guarantee desirable node
formations and distributions. Although it may not be so eco-
nomical, by benefiting from the redundant nature of deployed
nodes, coverage holes to some extent can be repaired either
by transmission power adjustment or the relocation of a
selected set of currently deployed nodes (e.g., damaged area
proximate nodes). Since movements consume the majority of
nodes’ energies, they should be moved carefully. Therefore,
the amount of movements for proximate nodes known as
boundary node(B-nodes) which participate in the recovery
of damaged areas should be done sparingly; otherwise, nodes’
energy exhaustion results in further cascaded failures.

Though for precise nodes movements a reasonable amount
of message exchanges are required, in real-time scenarios
with security and interference considerations, they are neither
desirable nor secure. Therefore, by putting the burden of
autonomous decision and more processing on individual B-
nodes who directly detected the damage events, the number
of exchanged messages can be kept as small as possible.
Autonomous movement decision-making has the drawback
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Fig. 1: Coverage Hole and Node Types

of increasing the possibility of collision and disconnection
among nodes. Moreover, improvised, unconstrained, and care-
less movements towards damaged area(s) may cause multiple
newly formed coverage holes. It should be noted, however,
that for the sake of temporal coverage, a coverage hole may
be virtually displaced via controlled group node movementsas
in [22]. Our model of autonomous and constrained node move-
ments towards the coverage hole tries to maintain connectivity
of the moving nodes with their 1-hop immediate neighbours.
These autonomous movements in each of the moving nodes
are inferred solely from the limited knowledge of node’s 1-hop
neighbours before thedamage eventas well as the perceived 1-
hop neighbors’ status change after damage event withoutany
additional message exchanges. In our model each boundary
node forms aα-virtual chord through its selected real and
virtual neighbours (the other endpoint of the given chord)
with the length ofα · 2 · Rc ≤ 2 · Rc (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) (Fig.
2). Each virtual chord’s endpoints (i.e., node’s real and virtual
neighbours) lie on the circumference of the two distinct circles
with equal radius ofRc. One of these circles is considered a
valid circle if it is closer to the damaged area. Withα-virtual
chord node movement, relocated B-node froms to s′ maintains
the connectivity with its real and virtual neighboursn and
n′, provided its real neighbourn is not a moving B-node. In
our proposed model, not only an ensemble nodes’ emergent
cooperative movement behaviour [23] is manifested, but also
group mobility and cooperative behaviour of moving nodes
can be changed by using different values ofα. So by changing
α, the direction of moving nodes towards the coverage hole
changes to the direction of nodes circulating around it. The
former is suitable for the case of hole recovery while the latter
is geared to prevent cascaded failure and failure expansion
around damaged area as lower residual energy B-nodes can
be replaced with other moving nodes with higher energy as
a result of nodes constrained circular movements (Fig. 3).
These types of different group mobility behaviours can be
implemented by collection of nodes’ autonomous movements
via local decisions made based on simple nodes’ geometrical
and statistical features.

To our best knowledge, very few works considered partial
recovery of large scale coverage hole via autonomous con-
strained node movements for time-sensitive scenarios with
security consideration. Moreover, few works used damaged
nodes’ statistical and geometrical features as the landmarks

in nodes’ local and autonomous decision making processes.
We have also defined proper performance metrics in order
to compare the performance and efficiency of our proposed
model with conventional Voronoi-based movement models
(VOR and MinMax) [24][18]. In Section II, we present current
work on nodes movement. In Section III, our model and
assumptions are introduced. In Section IV, our proposed per-
formance metric are briefly discussed, and finally, in Sections
V and IV, result, conclusion, and future work are respectively
presented.

II. RELATED WORK

Mobility in wireless sensor networks is a double edge
sword; on one hand, undesirable and uncontrolled mobility
causes coverage holes and topological instability, while on the
other hand, coverage hole(s) can be repaired by controlled
mobility and movement of nodes [20][17]. Thus node reloca-
tions [18] are important in enhancing networks coverage and
connectivity [25], by offeringtemporal coveragein addition
to spatial coverage[26] for an area in which the number of
nodes is not sufficient to cover it all time. Thus via controlled
mobility, a trade-off between the number of required deployed
nodes and the required coverage of the given area can be
reached [19]. Controlled mobility not only is able to repair
the coverage hole but also it can correct irregularities of
uncontrolled mobility [20]. After deployment, especiallyin
hostile and hazardous environments, it is almost impossible
to have centralised control over sensors. Thus, in such case
in order to repair coverage holes, nodes not only should be
able to decide autonomously on their movements but also
they should not exhaust their energy as majority of nodes’
residual energy would be consumed by their movements.
There are a variety of relocation, movement and deployment
model in the literature [18][24][27][28][29] [30][31][32][33]
which mainly aim to keep network coverage, balance node
deployments, and repair small coverage holes due to improper
node deployments, single or random node failure.

Movement algorithms can be divided into (virtual) radial
[33] and angular [32]force-based, flip-based[28] andVoronoi-
based[24] movement algorithms. Movement based on virtual
potential repulsion and attraction [33] between pairs of nodes
and the movement of nodes as the result of aggregation of
these forces are inspired by physical laws of nature. Virtual
angular force [32] tries to connect the partitions and partsof
network by using collaborative movement of mobile nodes
applying on the angle of moving nodes.

In order to exert proper levels of virtual repulsion and
attraction, nodes should be globally aware of the their targeted
density. Since the movement algorithm is applied to all nodes,
movement contains oscillation due to mutual interaction of
nodes; consequently, an unnecessary amount of nodes’ en-
ergy is consumed. In flip-based movement algorithm [28],
the given area is divided into regions and a head node is
elected for each region. In the case of head failure and
unbalance number of nodes, nodes from the neighbour regions
would flip into the given region. In flip-based movement,
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the head node for each region should be selected, which
requires message exchange among nodes. Since movement
is confined to neighbouring regions, the recovery of large
scale coverage hole may consists of many iterations of nodes
flipping into their neighbouring regions with an agreed-upon
granularity. So flip-based movement algorithms are expected
to be inefficient for real-time scenarios with large scale holes.
In Voronoi-based movement algorithms, [24], the area is
decomposed into Voronoi diagrams [34] depending on the
deployment and distribution of nodes. If a node fails or part
of area is not covered by the sensor network, nodes move
with regard to their Voronoi vertices to compensate forvoid
area(s). Voronoi-based movement most often is required to
have global knowledge to form Voronoi diagrams. Voronoi-
based movement algorithms are not geared for large scale
coverage holes as they result in newly formed small coverage
holes. They also suffer from oscillation and consequently
energy exhaustion if recovery is performed in an iterative
style. Complex and centralised node movements and even
distributed algorithms (with pre-computed movements) have
a good energy management, however, they are not efficient
for real-time scenarios as they suffer from unacceptable delay,
particularly under very fast-changing conditions. So diffused
information and nodes’ notifications are not valid and already
obsolete for the decision making process.

III. M ETHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Sensor Model and Node Types

Homogeneous sensor nodes are modelled based on the unit
disk graph (UDG) [35] and are bidirectionally connected if
they are within each other’s ranges. Nodes are randomly
deployed with uniform distribution in a rectangular area of
[xmin, xmax]× [ymin, ymax]. To avoid unnecessary complex-
ity, it is assumed that transmission range (Rc) and sensing
range (Rs) are equal. Although no central coordination is
required and a local coordination system is applicable in our
model, sensors’ locations may be known by GPS or any other
localisation methods [36]. Sensor nodes are classified into
damagednodes (D-nodes) if they reside inside thedamaged
area (D-area); otherwise, they are considered asundamaged
nodes (U-nodes). Those proximate U-nodes to D-area which
directly detect thedamage event(D-event) within their ranges
are further classified intoboundary nodes(B-nodes). B-nodes
detect the D-event as they sense any significant changes within
their ranges such as signal loss or disconnection due to the
failure of their neighbours. It should be noted that noise, false
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Fig. 2: B-Node, its real, virtual neighbors and virtual chord

alarms, or transient, periodic, and frequent failure of nodes,
and link instability are excluded in our model.

B. Coverage hole

Coverage hole are modelled in different forms in the
literature [22][37][38]. Similar to [39][40], coverage holes
are modelled as a circle of radiusrHole with the centre
at xHole, yHole. Since each B-node autonomously perceives
the D-event and its damaged neighbours, amargin of B-
nodes (MB-nodes) are formed around the D-area. Thus, to
benefit from WSNs redundancy and to reduce possibility of
interference and collision, a set of the B-nodes defined as
selected B-nodes(SB-nodes) [39][40] are selected which may
partake in a possible recovery process by moving towards
the region of interest(ROI). SB-nodes may be selected by
a distributed algorithm or centrally selected based on the
agreed criteria. Similar to [39][40], B-nodes are selectedin a
distributed fashion based on B-node’s 1-hop geometrical and
statistical features.

C. Selected Neighbor Nodes

B-node’s neighbours can be classified into D-nodes or U-
node depending on their location relative to the coverage hole.
Based on the type of B-node’s neighbours, they can be defined
as theundamaged neighbour nodes(UN-nodes) or damaged
neighbour nodes(DN-nodes. At the time of the D-event, each
B-node’s distances to both sets of its UN-nodes and DN-nodes
as well as their degrees of connectivity are used aslandmarks
in decision making processes. Therefore, if a B-node selects
a set of its UN-node(s) via some selection algorithms, those
UN-nodes are considered asselected undamaged neighbour
nodes(real neighbours).Virtual selected undamaged neighbour
nodesare the fictitious B-nodes’ neighbours (virtual neigh-
bours) which are connected to B-node’s UN-nodes viavirtual
chordsdefined asα-chord with the length ofα ·2 ·Rc ≤ 2 ·Rc

(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) (Fig. 2). Three neighbour node selection
algorithms, namelyclosest neighbour, random neighbour, and
β-angleare presented in Algorithm 1.

In the closest neighbour algorithm, a B-node’s closest 1-hop
neighbour is selected, while in the random select algorithm
one of the B-node’s 1-hop neighbours is randomly selected.
In theβ-angle algorithm, for each B-node and the undamaged
node in its neighbour set, set of angles can be formed between
normal direction of the virtual chords (Fig. 2) and distance
vector from the B-node to its D-nodes centre of mass. B-
node’s neighbour whose aforementioned angle is closer toβ
than any other of B-nodes’s 1-hop undamaged neighbours are
considered as the selected undamaged neighbour and should be
unique. If more than one undamaged neighbour can be selected
based on the mentioned conditions, only one of them should
be randomly chosen as the selected undamaged neighbour. In
finding the centre of mass of B-nodes’ undamaged and dam-
aged neighbours, if the neighbours’ degrees of connectivity
are taken into account (Algorithm 1) they can be considered
as weighted,β-angle algorithms withw = 1; otherwise the
are calledβ-angle withw = 0.
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(a) α = 0 (b) α = 1

Fig. 3: Chord Movement Algorithm (Rc=15, N=600, β=0)

D. Movement Model

Movement algorithms can be divided into following states:
1) undamaged neighbour nodes of moving B-nodes are se-
lected based on criteria presented in Algorithm 1; 2) with
regard to the suitable virtual chord parametersα andRc, the
location of B-nodes’ virtual neighbours are obtained for each
B-node; 3) new locations of moving B-nodes computed by
selecting one of two circles which pass through the endpoints
of the virtual chord of each B-node (Algorithm 2). The
selected circle is defined as thevalid circle through which the
chord is obtained. The Valid circle is the circle with its centre
closer to damage area; 4) the B-node then moves to the centre
of the valid circle with probabilityp (uniform distribution)
and q otherwise, such thatp + q = 1. Here we assumed
p = 1 in which all B-nodes move towards the coverage hole. It
should be noted that connectivity of B-nodes to its neighbours
can not be fully guaranteed. This is because after the damage
event, B-nodes are not able to distinguish if their undamaged
neighbours are moving B-nodes or or not. As an example, Fig.
3 shows how changing parameterα affects B-nodes’ collective
movement behaviour in our coverage hole recovery model.β-
angle withα = 0/1 in Fig. 3 show the direction of moving
B-nodes towards/around coverage hole.

IV. PERFORMANCEMETRICS

We have compared our proposed movement algorithm with
the two Voronoi-based movement algorithms (VOR-MinMax)
[24] via three types of proposed performance metrics. In
Voronoi-based algorithms, B-nodes were selected similarly
to our previous work [40]. In modelling Voronoi movement
algorithms, we have also considered the problem of nodes
with out-of-area and infinite Voronoi vertices. The proposed
performance metrics are classified below:

Coverage-based metrics: We definepercentage of recovery
as the percentage of recovered networks’ 1-coverage after the
recovery process. In other words, the metric shows by using
the given movement algorithm what percentage of lost 1-
coverage is recovered in the network.

Connectivity-based metrics: We definepercentage of con-
nectivity as the percentage of moving B-nodes which are
directly connected to rest of network (those nodes which
did not participate in the recovery process) with at least
one link over the total number of moving B-nodes. This

Algorithm 1: Nodes’ neighbors selection Algorithms

Input :
sbi : B-nodei (i = 1, · · · ,m), Nh

si
: sbi ’s h-hop

neighbours
Nhu

si
: h-hop U-node neighbours ofsbi

Nhd
si

: h-hop D-node neighbours ofsbi
→

X
s
hu
j

si
distance vector fromsi to sj (j in Nhu

si
)

→

X
s
hd
j

si
distance vector fromsi to sj (j in Nhd

si
)

β − angle : angle parameter
dhu

Sj
degree ofsj (j from Nhd

si
)

dhd

Sj
degree ofsj (j from Nhu

si
)

Output : Set of selected h-hop neighbourshu

j
sbi

caseClosestif closest neighbour selected
foreach B-Nodesbi do

Find Nhu
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foreach h-hop UN-nodesshu

j do
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→

X
s
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j
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(∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

→

X
s
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j

si

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

)

caseRandomif Random neighbor Selected
foreach B-Nodesbi do

Find Nhu
si

CalculateargjRandom
(

Nhu
si

)

caseβ-angle if β-angle is Selected
foreach B-Nodesbi do

Find Nhu
si

andNhd
si

foreach h-hop(DN-nodeshd

j , UN-nodeshu

j ) do
Find dhd

Sj
, dhu

Sj

Calculate
→

X
s
hd
j

si
,
→

X
s
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Calculate
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hd
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X
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)·dhu
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∑

d
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foreach h-hop UN-nodeshu

j do

Calculate6 γ
huSj
si =

6

(

→

XCM

hd

si ,
→

X
s
hu
j

si

)

− 6 β

CalculateargjMin
(∣

∣

∣
cos( 6 γ

huSj
si )

∣

∣

∣

)

performance metric shows the effect of movement algorithms
on the connectivity of moving nodes and how many of the
moving B-nodes are still directly connected to the rest of the
network after their movements.
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Algorithm 2: Formation of Chord Algorithm

Input :
sbi : B-nodei (i = 1, · · · ,m), τ : threshold

s
husb

i

j : Selected h-hop U-node neighboursj
α-chord parameter, Rc transmission Range
Nhu

si
: h-hop U-node neighbours ofsbi

Nhd
si

: h-hop D-node neighbours ofsbi
Output :
B-nodessbi ’s new location (coordinates),s′bi (x, y)

foreach B-nodesbi do
Find sbi ’s current location (coordinates) ofsbi (x, y)

Find CM
hu(x,y)

i : sbi ’s h-hop UN-nodes’ center of mass

Find CM
hd(x,y)

i : sbi ’s h-hop DN-nodes’ center of mass

Calculatechord− αi, virtual nodes′
husb

i

j from αi and
Rc

Find C
(x,y)k,k′

αi (circle center(s)) ofchordαi

foreach chordαi
andC

(x,y)k,k′

αi do

if
∥

∥

∥
C

(x,y)k
αi − CM

hd(x,y)

i

∥

∥

∥
<
∥

∥

∥
C

(x,y)k′

αi − CM
hd(x,y)

i

∥

∥

∥

then

C
(x,y)
V alidαi

= C
(x,y)k
αi

else if
∥

∥

∥
C

(x,y)k
αi − CM

hd(x,y)

i

∥

∥

∥
>
∥

∥

∥
C

(x,y)k′

αi − CM
hd(x,y)

i

∥

∥

∥

then

C
(x,y)
V alidαi

= C
(x,y)k′

αi

else if
∥

∥

∥
C

(x,y)k
αi − CM

hd(x,y)

i

∥

∥

∥
=
∥

∥

∥
C

(x,y)k′

αi − CM
hd(x,y)

i

∥

∥

∥

then

Calculate randp ∼ U [0, 1]
if p > τ then

C
(x,y)
V alidαi

= C
(x,y)k
αi

else
p < τ

C
(x,y)
V alidαi

= C
(x,y)k′

αi

s′
b
i (x, y) = C

(x,y)
V alidαi

Distance-based metrics: We defineaverage movementas
the ratio of total amount of movement to the number of
participating nodes in recovery process. Average movement
can be used with other metrics to better understand the
behaviour of movement algorithms in coverage hole recovery
process.
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V. RESULTS

Using Matlab, N=1000 nodes with communication and
sensing range of 15 (Rc = Rs = 15 m) are uniformly
deployed with random distribution in a rectangular area of
[−100, 100] × [−100, 100]. Similarly to [39][40], coverage
holes are modelled as circles with radiusrHole = 50 m located
at (xHole, yHole) = (0, 0). The experiment was repeated
#Exp = 400 times for all movement algorithms. Chord
parameter (α) is continuously changed from0 to 1 to examine
its effect in the performance and node collective behaviourof
the proposed movement algorithms. Results with error bars
(97.5% confidence intervals) are not included here due to
space limit (Figs. 4-6).

Performance metrics of movement algorithms are also
shown in Table I. With regard to Figs. 4-6, asα continuously
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changes from0 to 1, the percentage of recovery and nodes’
average movements of virtual chord movement algorithms de-
creased but at the same time their percentages of connectivity
increased, which shows that B-nodes’ collective behaviourand
direction of movements shift gradually from moving towards
to circulating around coverage hole. Each of these collective
mobility behaviours can be used for different purposes. In our
model,α can be chosen in such a way as to achieve proper
percentage of connectivity, percentage of recovery with given
amount of nodes’ movement.

Results from Figs. 4-6 and Table I show that although pro-
posed chord movement algorithm is autonomous and require
few or no message exchange, its performance is comparable
to Voronoi-based movements.

In the real-time scenarios with security and interference
concerns, using Voronoi-based algorithms requires global
knowledge of the network. So even if higher coverage and
connectivity is offered, in these scenarios, they not practical.
It should be noted that performance of our proposed model
would change with regard to other network parameters such
as network node density, node range, and coverage hole radius,
node deployment distribution, etc. Therefore, their effects
should be examined in more detail.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A new autonomous and constrained node movement model
is proposed to partially/wholly recover large scale coverage
holes in real-time scenarios with interference and security
consideration. Our proposed model of autonomous decision
making is based on the available 1-hop knowledge at the time
of the damage event. By introducing the concept ofα-chords,
our proposed model not only taken the connectivity of moving
nodes into account, but it also shows an emergent cooperative
recovery behaviour. To compare our proposed model with
conventional Voronoi-based algorithms, suitable performance
metrics were introduced.

Algs. α Recovery(%) Connectivity(%) Avg. Mov.(m)

β-angle (w=1)

0 59.3000 20.5821 18.2413
0.25 58.1561 14.9848 16.1297
0.50 54.3100 15.7554 13.6721
0.75 46.3983 32.1165 10.5888
1.0 21.8333 84.2525 5.6323

β-angle(w=0)

0 58.8752 20.4436 18.2227
0.25 57.8314 14.4888 16.1230
0.50 54.2239 15.7458 13.6797
0.75 46.4474 31.7605 10.6149
1.0 21.5037 84.0388 5.6850

Closest

0 54.3857 43.9619 15.7489
0.25 53.8395 42.9475 14.7811
0.50 52.5149 43.9536 13.7172
0.75 49.2130 48.7582 12.5073
1.0 42.8042 67.2597 11.0456

Random

0 54.4647 52.0741 18.1173
0.25 52.5196 49.3625 16.0505
0.50 49.0044 49.2323 13.6488
0.75 42.9059 55.0499 10.6438
1.0 30.0398 77.9009 5.8566

Vor

0 81.0696 51.3128 25.5432
0.25 81.0696 51.3128 25.5432
0.50 81.0696 51.3128 25.5432
0.75 81.0696 51.3128 25.5432
1.0 81.0696 51.3128 25.5432

MinMax

0 84.8375 61.5663 9.4616
0.25 84.8375 61.5663 9.4616
0.50 84.8375 61.5663 9.4616
0.75 84.8375 61.5663 9.4616
1.0 84.8375 61.5663 9.4616

TABLE I: Performances of Movement Algorithms

As future work, new autonomous constrained node move-
ments models can be defined. The issue of trade-off between
nodes’ amount of exchanged information and degree of node
autonomy can be investigated. The problem of nodes’ connec-
tivity and collisions should also be addressed in more details
in future autonomous models.

In order to show the effects of a coverage hole on its
proximate nodes, node residual energy models should be
included in recovery models. Undesirable secondary effects
of imprudent node movements such as formation of new
coverage holes should be examined more comprehensively.
Probabilistic autonomous prediction of nodes’ neighbourssta-
tus without exchanging any additional messages to achieve
emergent cooperative behaviour via autonomous nodes is also
expected to be an interesting future work. New models of one-
time autonomous node movements instead of iterative nodes’
movements can be considered to reduce the problem newly
formed coverage holes, oscillation, and energy in the network.
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